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WAR PROFITS ARE - ONLY PROFITS
We must add another word about the gigantic war profits of which

we wrote recently.
We know why we object to the fact that a lew people were able

to pocket big ‘ takes" while the nation was at war; we're opposed to the
profit system. But we just can’t see any consistency in the objections
of Americans who approve of and vote for the private-profit economy.

After all, war profits are merely profits. Where, when or how
they’re taken doesn’t make any difference. Not under the capitalist
system.

The Roosevelt fortune was founded in an anti-social opium busi-
ness. But the dollars that gravitated to the late president and his
family had the same functions as any dollars that'a preacher or a pros-
titute might have accumulated. With those dollars, as with all surplus
dollars, it is possible f.or their owners to get possession of the nation,
to control the jobs of the nation and to exploit the people of the nation
Jor their further profit.

That, we say, is capitalism! That’s how capitalism works, how it is
supposed to work and the only way in which it can work. Moreover, the
racket is upheld by the laws of the land.

We’re not so much opposed to any person getting more dollars than
he knows what to do with—although why any sane man would want
them in a decent economy is more than we ever could understand. What
we are opposed to is the system that permits the owner of dollars to
take what other people make by the labor of their bodies. Dollars are
like a gun. We wouldn’t want to deprive a man of the right to own
a gun. But we favor laws that limit use of the gun. Also we would
prohibit the owners of dollars from using their profits to rob workers.

Very well, we are a profit-making generation—and most of us have
cast our votes to remain that way. So let’s be consistent. Let’s recognize
the right of those war-profiteers to take what other people make from
now on.

Let’s recognize the same right tor their children to'ride upon the
backs of our children . . and so on for generation after generation

Until were read)/ to abolish capitalism and inaugurate the profit-
less economy that Socialists advocate.

We need some kind of a system and it’s got to be one thing or an-
other. So let’s not weep about the results of our own decisions. We
Americans asked for it. So we’re getting it.—Reading Labor Advocate.

NEXT WAR WILL DESTROY
MOST OF MANKIND

Will we destroy civilization. There, are sensible men who predict
the early advent of World War 111. Some men speak of another war as
inevitable; others point out that the conflict, which would undoubtedly
result in the total collapse of civilization, is preventable.

It is up to us. We must learn the causes of war. the way to eradicate
these causes and, above all, we must so discipline ourselves that civiliza-
tion moves toward greater security for every man and away from ihe
chaos and devastation of another war.

It is not enough to frighten ourselves with the results of another
war. The physical and psychological horrors of war are still fresh in
our minds.

It has recently been said that World War 111 would leave not more
than 10 per cent of the world’s population alive. We have the atom
bomb with still unexplored potentialities for destruction.

Recently word has leaked out in Washington that research in
methods of disease warfare arc far advanced. Germ warfare is said to
be more horrible and far reaching than atomic warfare. Who wants
war.1 It seems incredible that anyone can. Nevertheless, there is a small
group of men who, for their own selfish advantage, would lead us down
the path to race suicide.

Indifferent to the welfare of the masses of people and blind to their
own long-term interests, the group who reap incredible economic ad-
vantage from war and the policies which lead to war, press mankind
toward the brink oi annihilation.—The Indianapolis Union.

Through you, hy the power of your brain and hand,
AH the predictions of the prophets,
All the wisdom of the sages.
All the dreams of the poets, 1
All the hopes of the heroes.
All the visions of the martyrs,
All the prayers of the saints
Shall come to pass.

Through you the dark and bloody chronicles of the
brute shall cease and the story of man shall begin;

And lo and behold, my brothers, this shall be called
revolution.

—Arthum Giovanitti.

The Shortage-There is no Such
Thing-Only Greed For Profits

By RAYMOND HOFSES, Editor, Reading Labor Advocate
THE MILLIONS Os spoken and]

printed words that are now being
handed out to explain tlie meat
shortage—and other shortages as j
well—are just pure bunk. They are
intended not to enlighten, but to
confuse, and the American people
need to discount those phony ' sea-
sons" and do some original think-
ing.

There is only one explanation
why the American people can not
have abundance in this year of
1946. It is because Americans tol-;
crate an economy that is not gear-
ed to abundance for the people hut
to profits for an owning class.

I am passing the buck to the j
American people themselves be-
cause there is where it belongs.
They are the ones who have con-
sented to continue a private-profit 1
economy in which those things that
are vitally necessary to all of the ’
people are owned by and operated
according to the decision and for
the profit of a few people.

“WE PLANNED IT that way,”
said the late F. D. R. in a speech
explaining his devices for making
the private-profit economy work
by the dope of labor controls and
government deficits.

Well, those same words are a
beter explanation of why we have
shortages now than all the political
palaver and journalistic tripe that
has been used to befuddle the
minds of Americans.

We planned shortages when we
voted in election after election to
tolerate economic autocracy and

] legalized robbery of profits and
dividends.

THERE ARE CAUSES, but
i there’s not a single good ‘REASON’
why the people of America should
be short of anything that can be
produced in America.

This is a wealthy nation the
richest in the world. In money, in
developed natural resources, in
highly-efficient machinery of pro-

: duction and transportation and in
the posession of skilled human
beings, these United .Slates stand
far out in front. Today especially,
with millions of young and able
men returned from the battle line
to the production line, and with
the necessity of producing for war’s
destruction ended, there is no ex-

j planation for shortages that sane
and self - respecting Americans

i ought to accept.
We could have literally every-

thing—including a fair chance of
leading the world toward a warless
fut'ure—if we’d use what we have
for the PURPOSE of producing
abundance for use. But the Amer-
ican people never have “planned
it” their way. They haven’t plan-
ned at all. They’ve permitted the
owners to do the planning and. lo-
gically enough, the owners “plan-
ned it” THEIR way.

That’s the crux of the shortages
about which the American people
are complaining. They haven’t
made the American economy
THEIR business, so it isn’t being

1 | managed BY people or FOR the
l i people.
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HIGHWAYS BECOME MORE DANGEROUS
Traffic deaths began rising in September and will continue to rise

| during October and November, according to charts contained in die
1946 edition of Accident Facts, published by the National Safety Coun-
cil, Inc.

The heaviest death rate will occur between October 1 and Decem-
ber 1, if this years follows the pattern of previous years tabulated by
the National Safety Council, which shows this to be the most dangerous
period of the year.

Traffic deaths during the last 10 years numbered 322,200 and
during the next 10 years they will total 500,000, according to the fore-

I cast of the safety council.
Last year 28,600 persons died in traffic accidents.
Next year the total is expected to be 44,000.
If the death rate established in the first three months of 1946 con-

tinues. the fatalities for this year will total 32,480. However, with
October and November, the most dangerous period of the yepr ahead,
the year’s toll will probably be substantially higher.

Charts following show the death rate by states and the major
eouses of fatal accidents. A surprising fact is that the sparsely settled
states of the West have the highest death rate in the nation, while New
York, with the greatest motor traffic of any state, iias almost the lowest
death rate.

Pennsylvania, also with a tremendous number of cars, likewise
has a better safety record than the states of the South, Midwest or West.

Officials of the safety council ascribed the low death rate in New
York and Pennsylvania to good condition of the highways and better
enforcement of the traffic laws by the state and local police.

The importance of traffic enforcement is indicated by the chart
which reveals that 86 per cent of the fatal accidents in cities involved
drivers who were violating the traffic laws. In rural accidents, they in-
volved 75 per cent of the drivers.

In both urban and rural fatalities last-year the greatest cause was
excessive speed.—The International Teamster.

SLAV RADIO HOUR
ANNIVERSARY

George Marchan’s popular Jugo-
slav Radio Hour which is heard
on WGES every Sunday morning
will observe its thirteenth anniver-
sary on Sunday, October 27, at So-
kol Chicago Hall, 2345 S. Kedzie
Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

The program will open at 3:00
P. M. and will feature well known
performers and singers. Ada Lyn-
te will be mistress of ceremonies.
The entire program is under the
direction of George Marchan.

CLOSE GRAIN EXCHANGE,

URGES LAGUARDIA
Recently the “Little Flower”

went into lowa to make a speech
at Des Moines. LaGuardia is never
commonplace. He wasn't on this
occasion. Sandwiched in between
his witticisms was a great truth:

Grain exchanges should be
wiped out. Speculation in food
should end. “Ticker tape ain’t
spaghetti,” he shouted, an d al-
though his hearers were mostly
members of the Chamber of Com-
merce, they roared approval.

Obviously, the price a farmer
receives for his produce and the
price a consumer pays for that
produce should not depend on the
whim of a crooked gambler who

, calls himself a grain broker. When
; will Congress close these most vic-

! ious of gambling houses?

News on the Four
Winds

Equal pay for equal work is the
policy which governs the employ-
ment of waiters and waitresses in
the British House of Commons res-

j taurant.
* * *

Moscow authorities have com-

puled tlu' total destruction or dam-
age of religious edifices by the
German invasion at 1,670 Ortho-
dox churches, 69 chapels, 532 syn-
agogues, 237 Rom a n Catholic
churches, and 258 other centers of

| worship.
* sj: *

Two birth control clinics will
be set up in Bombay, according
to present plans of the municipal-
ity, d move which is backed by the
Bombay Presidency Women's
Council.

# j;{ i

Brazilian gov t has been import-
ing agricultural machinery, which
it has purchased abroad and is re-
selling to farmers at cost.

Bulgarian students, according to
a new decree, will be able to study
in the future in only two foreign
countries—Rumania and Switzer-
land.

Income Tax Cuts
Proposal to cut income taxes are

meeting strong pro and con argu-
ments.

The demand for lowered income
taxes comes from big industrialists,
whose $lOO,OOO lax bills would be
cut to $50,000 and lower. They
save $50,000 or more.

The coal digger, the butcher, the
baker and the candle stick maker,
who now pay from $5O to $l5O a
year income taxes, would save a
few paltry dollars.

Who wants taxes cut? You fig-
ure it out!

If taxes were eliminated entirely
on incomes of $3,600 a year or less,
then the worker would be enabled
to gain more by the few dollars
added to his purchasing power.

On the other hand, great reduc-
tions in favor of the wealthy take
that much more out of the treasury
and require the payment of thou-
ands of workers to make up the
loss.—The Progressive Miner.

On-the-job accidents are on the
rise again, the Department of La-
bor reported. During the second
quarter of 1946. over 124,000
workers were disabled from work
for a day or more because of mis-
haps. That’s a rise of 16,500 over
the previous quarter.

Over 400 workers died from the
injuries and 5,200 suffered perma-
nent impairment, the Department
declared. It blamed the rise main-
ly on increased employment.

No Immediate Danger
Os Oil Running Out

Ever so often gloomy prophets
burst forth with predictions that
our oil resources are petering out
and that it won’t be many years
before it will be necessary to sec-
ure a substitute for gasoline to
keep our automobiles running.

The cry has been heard so often
that nobody gets excited any more.
There never has been any reason
for alarm.

After the wells run dry, we have
shale in unlimited quantities, from
which oil can be extracted when it
is profitable to do so. Some scien-
-1 ist say that this supply alone will
last for a thousand years. And
petroleum can be obtained from
c0a1,..0f which there is an almost
inexhaustible supply.

Bui it will be some time before
it will be necessary to fall back
on these reserves, according to

j statemr nts made at a gathering of
[•chemists at Chicago.

A Standard Oil official declared
! that new methods discovered dur-

ing the war make it possible to
convert into gasoline three-fourths
of all tire oil that comes out of the
ground. Last year only 41 per cent
of the oil produced in America was
actually converted into gasoline,
and that figure was much higher
than in previous years.

It was also revealed that the
United States alone has in excess
of 20,000,000,000 barrels of oil un-
(,lpr ground,, and that there is every
likelihood that vast new resources
will be discovered before the dan-
ger point is reached.

A Short History
Os England

Dr. Herbert Howells at the Edin-
burgh Musical Festival said in
reference to the historic material
in Scotch ballads and songs: ‘ How
lucky you are that you can sing
your Scotch history. In England
we have to learn it all out of
books. I should love to be able
to sing English history as you do.”
... So Mathew Bird obliged the
Doctor by compiling the following
short history of England in verse
and running it in the Glasgow
Forward. We doubt whether the
Doctor will like it.

We’d a market for woad English
industry thrived,

But we all got a bath when the
Romans arrived!

Our cowmen were rude and uncivil
our tanners.

Till the Normans got busy improv-
ing our manors!

We pitied poor Europe, we gave
it a chance

By landing at Calais and taking
all France!

On the way back to England how
bright were the scenes.

In the fire we were burning the
Maid of Orleans!

; The monks held the land but were
chased for their lives,

. And Henry was free then—except
for his wives!

Then we conquered the Scots for
the good of their health,

But still we’d a grouse—on the
moors at “The Twelfth!”

j Ere the Beaverbrook Press was a
name or a hope

' We fought the Chinese for the
right to sell dope!

O England! Dear England! We
sailed from your shores

To challenge aggressors and free
the poor Boers!

We fought the old Kaiser, we
cursed and saw red,

We died in the trenches—he died
in his bed!

| But the years in between were a
test for the soul,

• A few lived like Winston, the rest
on the dole!

I
! So we built up the Nazis, gave

Stalin a frown,
Then thanked the Red Army for

knocking ’em down!
I That’s briefly the history of Eng-

land, the* Strong,
j So strike up the lyre, and proceed

with the song!
MATTHEW BIRD.

MORE WORKERS INSURED
BY FACTORY ACCIDENTS

Washington.—There is something
wrong with the way the United
States embassy is operating in
Yugoslavia and it is time that some-
ting is done about it.

In the high indignation expres-
sed by Acting Secretary of State
William L. Clayton on Yugoslavia’s
closing of an American information
bureau at Belgrade, one important
—and embarassing— fact has been
thoroughly overshadowed. That is
that the hands of the United States
were not entirely clean in the af-
fair.

It is not popular these days to
defend the totalitarian regime of
Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia. Bui
the first rule in equity is that he
who seeks equity must do equity.
So in putting their case before the
world, in seeking the right to main-
tain an information bureau in Bel-
grade, Americans should know
what has been going on.

Tito’s decision to close the in-
formation bureau followed a re-
markable series of events revolv-
ing around one Eric L. Pridanoff
of Alhambra, Calif., and the ex-
port to Yugoslavia of some of the
purely domestic brand of William
Randolph Hearst’s variety of Amer-
ican journalism.

Pridanoff’s Background
Pridanoff was an ‘economic

analyst” on the staff of the Amer-
ican embassy at Belgrade.

He went there from Home soon
after the liberation, and served
until about the first of this year.
The new Yugoslav ambassador,
Sava N. Kosanovic, charged in this
case that “the kind of work Mr.
Pridanoff did in Belgrade is con-
demned in every state in the world
regardless of regime.” The State
Department says this is ridiculous,
that his work was legitimate and
was concerned only with econom-
ics.

After being dropped from the
State Department payroll on his
recall home this summer, Pridanoff
did a series of articles for the

SOME "FORGOTTEN" FACTS
The warmakers' chief distinguishing characteristic is their supreme

contempt for the intelligence of the people. Their propaganda,, designed
to induce the people to go along with the Truman-Byrncs-Vandenberg
“get tough with Russia” policy, is made up of half-truths, omissions
and outright lies. The Soviet Union is being portrayed in the monopoly
press as an 'aggressor” nation. Some of the facts which the press is
neglecting to publish include the following:

1 hi “Top Secret,” Ralph Ingersoll said: “We had agreed at Yalta
to turn over the Russian sphere in Germany as soon as hostilities were
over. Instead, on Churchill’s personal perusasion, we rattled a saber at
the Russians across the Elbe for months before we went back to our
territoi’y with all the grace of a grudging giver.” Further, as the Na-
tional Committee to Win the Peace charges, America has widened the
breach between her and a great ally by advocating a policy of double
siandard in world affairs, “whereby what the Russians did in Europe
was our business, while what we did in Asia was none of theirs.”

2. An important part of the Potsdam agreement was the pledge to
de-nazify the various zones in Germany. Russia has done a good job in
living up to this agreement. The American and British zones are
crawling with nazis in positions of influence. And our latest “contribu-
tion” to world peace is Jimmy Byrnes’ Berlin speech.

3. We have raised all kinds of hell because Russia does not see fit
to recognize our claim to share control of the Danube in Russia’s sphere
of influence. The Soviet Union demands that the Danube be controlled
by a commission of the countries who live on and by the Danube.
America is 8,000 miles from the Danube. Britain is 2,000 miles from it.
Insistence upon our claim for control will make it logical for us to offer
Russia control of the St. Lawrence and the Amazon.

4. America has never been invaded from North or South America,
but Russia was invaded twice in 30 years from eastern Europe—unpro-
voked invasions. These two invasions cost the Soviet Union 15 times
as many military deaths as America and Britain TOGETHER have lost
in two worlds wars. Her country was razed by war. If Russia wants
security after that, does it mean she is an aggressor nation?

5. Who is the “aggressive” nation? Russia has extended her influ-
ence to 12 new nations. We have extended ours to 56 new nations,
islands and “defense” areas. Russia’s farthest new bases are 600 miles
from her frontiers. America’s are as much as 7,000 miles away. The
peaple are demanding the facts. The above are just a few.—Challenge

The Elephant and the Jackass
During the past week we have been privileged to listen to an argu

ment between two men who agreed that it would be desirable to eat a
grade-A steak but who fell into disagreement when the price control
was mentioned. One was a Democrat who favored OPA. The other was
a Republican who argued for “free” competition.

Here’s is a condensation of the debate:
Republican: “You’ll never get rid of these shortages as long as

OPA is in existence. What ihis country needs is abolition of all controls
Then the big guys will stock up again.”

Democrat: ‘‘Yes, and pay all kinds of prices for everything you
buy. Nix, I’ll keep controls.”

We say it was a privilege to hear that discusion because we now
‘■uspect that we have finally found the answer to a question that has
been bothering us for some time: What is the difference between a Rep
üblican and a Democrat?

A Democrat is a fellow wdio would be willing to starve because
there’s no food to buy, while a Republican is a bozo who wants to stop
eating because he hasn’t enough money to buy food.

Perhaps we should stop right there and permit our readers to com
plete this editorial for themselves. However, for the sake of those
Democrats and Republicans who may read these lines we will add an
other definition: •

A Socialist is a person who wants to produce abundance for the
sole purpose of using what he produces.-—Reading Labor Advocate.

Why Yugoslavs Closed
U. S. Information Bureau

Thomas F. Reynolds in The Chicago Sun
Hearst Los Angeles outlet, The
Herald and Express. The articles
were based, he said, on his observ-
ations in Yugoslavia and were well
calculated to make Mr. Hearst hap-
py. They comprised a savage attack
on the entire Yugoslav regime and
reserved some special invective
for Tito.
A BAD ODOR

Those articles soon turned up in
Belgrade and were mimeographed
in the United States information
office in the U. S. embassy. Rich-
ard C. Patterson, our ambassador
there, explained later that they
were mimeographed by an employe
without authorization for the edifi-
cation of Pridanoff’s American
friends in the embassy. No copies
got out of the embassy, he said.

On the other hand, the Yugoslav
government immediately learned
of the activity, and complained
formally. Patterson said he fired
the man who mimeographed them.
And now Kosanovic in Washington,
charges that “several thousand co-
pies printed in Serbo-Croat” were
distributed by the information of-
fice. This the State Department in-
dignantly denies.

But even on the record of the
State Department defense, there is
a bad odor about operations of the
information bureau in Belgrade. If.
as Petterson confirms, the Pridan-
off pieces were mimeographed for
the benefit of his American friends
in the embassy, there is something
revolting about the picture of
American diplomats abroad mouth-
ing the juicy creations of the Hearst
press, even for their private de-
light.

Those facts should be remem-
bered by Americans when they
read Clayton’s official statement
on the incident proclaiming that
the issue is “whether the people of
that country were to be denied the
basic freedom for which the Amer-
ican people with their allies under-
took the war against Fascism.”


